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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Good morning (or afternoon).  I’m Leon Adams, of Southwest Electronic Energy Group or SWE.  Today I’ll be presenting applications & technical details of an exciting breakthrough Li-Ion battery technology developed by SWE for underwater Oil and Gas applications including ROVs and deep sea oil and gas infrastructure. The presentation will consist of the following:



COPYRIGHT USAGE GUIDELINES 
 

  

THESE COPYRIGHT USAGE GUIDELINES (“the Guidelines”) apply to the use by __________________(“You” or “Company”) of copyrighted materials of Southwest Electronic Energy 
Group (“SWE”), specifically the  presentation titled [Lithium Battery Pack Safety] (the “Materials”). A copy of the Materials is attached. 

  

By using the Materials, Company signifies its acceptance of and agreement to follow the Guidelines. 

  

1. Permitted Uses.  SWE grants Company non-exclusive, non-transferable, revocable, limited permission to use the Materials solely for Company’s internal, noncommercial use.  SWE’s 
authorization includes the right to copy, edit, modify and make derivative works from the Materials, provided that use of the Materials remains internal to Company and follows the 
Guidelines.  You may not republish or distribute the Materials, or any portion, outside of Company or its affiliated companies.  Copyright in the Materials remains with SWE, and 
nothing in the Guidelines shall be construed to confer any rights to Company in the Materials other than as specifically stated.   

  

You may not use the Materials in any manner that may give a false or misleading impression or statement, or misrepresent your relationship with SWE.  The Materials may not be 
used in a manner that implies or suggests that SWE approves or endorses Company or Your goods and services (in all cases, except as SWE may have agreed separately with You in 
writing), or otherwise certifies the Materials for use. 

  

2. References to SWE.  If Company uses the complete, unaltered Materials as provided by SWE, You should include the copyright notices, trademarks, and names of SWE as may 
appear in the Materials. In the event that You make any modifications to the Materials or use only a portion of the Materials, You must remove any and all references to SWE 
contained in the revised or partial Materials, including the SWE trademarks (e.g., logo) name, and copyright notice. 

  

The Guidelines do not authorize You to use SWE’s copyrights, trademarks and/or logos in any manner other than as specifically permitted in the Guidelines.  Any use of the Materials 
not expressly permitted by the Guidelines may violate copyright, trademark, and other laws.   

  

3.  NO WARRANTY.  THE MATERIALS ARE PROVIDED "AS IS," AND SWE MAKES NO REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, WITH RESPECT TO THE 
MATERIALS OR THEIR CONTENTS.  SWE DISCLAIMS ALL REPRESENTATIONS AND WARRANTIES OF ANY KIND, INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, 
FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, TITLE AND NON-INFRINGEMENT.  Without limitation, SWE makes no representations or warranties about the following: 

  

a. The accuracy, reliability, completeness, currentness, or timeliness of the Materials.  SWE makes no claims, promises or guarantees about the information contained in the Materials.  
SWE has no obligation to update the Materials or any content contained therein.  THE MATERIALS ARE NOT A CERTIFIED TRAINING PROGRAM AND ARE PROVIDED FOR 
INFORMATIONAL PURPOSES ONLY.   

  

b. The accuracy or reliability of the Materials with respect to compliance with any government regulations, rules or laws. 

  

4.  LIMITATION OF LIABILITY.  Neither SWE nor any of its officers, directors, employees, or other representatives will be liable for any damages, special, consequential or otherwise, 
arising out of or in connection with the use of or reliance on the Materials or any information contained therein.. This limitation of liability is comprehensive and applies to all 
damages of any kind, including, without limitation, loss of data, income or profit, loss of or damage to property, wrongful death/personal injury, and claims of third parties.  SWE, its 
officers, directors, employees, or other representatives are not liable for any personal injury, including death, caused by Your use of or reliance on the Materials or information 
contained therein. 

  

5.  Miscellaneous.  If you do not follow the Guidelines, your permission to use the Materials automatically terminates and you must immediately cease use of the Materials.  SWE 
reserves the right to revise, update, or cease use or distribution of the Materials or the Guidelines at any time. This is the entire understanding between You and SWE about the 
Materials.  The warranty and limitation of liability set forth in the Guidelines shall continue in full force and effect even after permission to use the Materials has terminated or if the 
Guidelines are no longer in effect. 

 



MUVs 
(Manned Underwater Vehicles) 

ROVs  
(Remotely Operated 
Underwater Vehicles -       
Hybrid & Data-tethered) 

AUVs 
(Autonomous Underwater 
Vehicles) 

Deep-Sea Oil & Gas 
Work Over Controls, 
Chokes, MWCS 

• Electronic control 
• Electrical drives   
• Primary and/or back-up 
• More precision, feedback 
• Long life sensors/monitors 

• Safe operation 
• Deeper dives 
• Longer observation times 
• Lighter weight 

• Electric powered motors, 
manipulators 

• High Voltage, High Power 
• Light weight, Pressure 

• Longer survey runs 
• Deeper dives 
• Lighter weight 

App Need 

Pressure Tolerant Li Ion 
Superior for Subsea Batteries  

• Safety first 
• More capacity  
• Smaller size  
• Less Weight 
• Longer life 

 

Subsea needs 
 batteries with:   
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
These benefits provide a superior solution for subsea applications.  For example:  Longer life for deep sea oil and gas infrastructure.  Safer, longer lasting missions for MUVs.  Lighter weight for ROVs.  Deeper dives for AUVs.  Just to name a few.  



Oil and Gas Subsea Completions and 
 Work-over Control Systems   

BATTERY REQUIREMENTS 
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Pressure Tolerant Lithium Ion Polymer 
Ideal for Subsea (vs SLA) 

4X More Energy Density 

Li 
Ion 

SLA 

4X Li 
Ion 

SLA 

8X 

8X Longer Cycle Life 

6X Superior Low Temp Operation 

SWE Li ION 

Breakthrough Safety/Intelligence 
SLA SWE BMS 

Outgas During Charge Yes   No 

Smart/Auto Battery 
Management 

No   Yes 

Health/Status Reporting No   Yes 

Durability No   Yes 
4 
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1.5X x 4X =~ 
6X @ 0 C 

LiIon= ¼ Weight or ¼ Size SLA 
Wh/kg ~ 180 
Wh/L   ~ 300 

Wh/kg ~ 40 
Wh/L   ~ 70 Cycles ~ 600 

Cycles ~ 4800 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
SWE Lithium-Ion performance delivers longer life and longer missions than lead acid batteries.   THIS  IS  THE DRIVING REASON FOR CHANGE. Four times more energy.  MORE ENERGY  INHERENTLY  IMPLIES  GREATER NEED TO CONTAIN & CONTROL THIS  ENERGY. This increases to six times more available energy at colder temperatures typical of the seabed because of Li-Ion’s superior cold performance.    SWE Li Ion also delivers 8X long cycle life.   SWE Lithium-Ion is, or should be, inherently safer and more reliable than sealed lead acid batteries: Lithium-Ion doesn’t outgas during charge.  SLA does.                       SWE incorporates smart, automatic battery management in each battery module that’s constantly watching.   SLA doesn’t.  We provide health and status reporting.  Most SLA batteries leave you guessing.  Though Li-Ion is inherently a more delicate chemistry than SLA, adding the required BMS actually makes it more durable because damaging conditions are prevented from happening.HOWEVER, BECAUSE OF SOME BAD SAFETY INCIDENTS DURING THE DEVELOPMENT LEARNING CYCLE FOR LI-ION SUBSEA BATTERIES A SAFETY & RELIABILITY BREAKTHROUGH IS NECESSARY IF LI-ION IS TO BE ACCEPTED SUBSEA.SWE HAS ACHIEVED THAT SAFETY & RELIABILITY BREAKTHROUGH ! Before discussing how we achieved the Safety & Reliability breakthrough, I would like to describe all the battery performance requirements of the WHOI Under Ice Arctic ROV.
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Lithium Ion Subsea Solution 5 

Module 4 
hidden from 
view 

SeaSafe 4-Module System 
Internal View 

● Pressure Tolerant Autonomous Smart Module 
Building Block w/RS-485 Modbus Com Port. 

●  Std 29V Module w/8 Series, 31Ah Li-Polymer Cells. 

●  Smart Module w/All Best Practice BMS Functions. 

●  4-Module Pressure Tolerant 316 Stainless Steel  
Battery System Building Block is Standard. 

●  Custom Battery Systems for WOCS, AUVs, ROVs   
 

Power 
Boosters 

BM
S 

29V Smart Module 
Internal View 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In case you don’t know SWE, we’ve been a quality supplier of battery solutions to the Oil and Gas industry since 1964.  This includes 20 years of ruggedized Lithium battery products and 13 years of Lithium Ion Battery products.  We hold over 10 patents for our Li Ion Battery Management System with more pending.  SWE is headquartered near Houston with over 55,000 square feet of state-of-the-art battery technology R&D and ISO 9001 certified manufacturing.   At SWE our focus is on quality, customer service, and reliability in every facet of our business.



Easy to Integrate Smart LiIon Battery Modules 

Smart Module  
6 

29V 24V
Cells in series 8 7
Dimensions (in) H  9.4 9.4

W 3.2 3.2
L 9.3 9.3

Weight (lbs) Total Module (air) 20.0 20.0
Total Module (sea) 9.7 9.7

Voltage (V) min 24 21
nom 29 25
max 32 28

Current (A) Max Dschg (continuous) 40 40
Max Dschg (30s pulse) 75 75
Max Dschg (1s pulse) 90 90

Power (W) Dschg (nom) 1160 1015

Ah 28 28

Smart Modules

Capacity
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SMART MODULE SPECS 

Pressure Tolerant 
6000 Meters Depth 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
SWE provides 2 different voltage autonomous modules, 29V and 24V.The specifications for each are shown in this table.   Module dimensions:  9.4 inches by 3.2 inches by 9.3 inches.Weight is 20 pounds in air and 9.7 pounds subsea. Min/max voltages for the 29 volt module range from 24 to 32 volts.Min/max voltages for the 24 volt module range from 21 to 28 volts.�The maximum continuous discharge current is 40 amps, 75 amps for a pulse current up to 30 seconds duration, and 90 amps for a pulse current up to one second.  The configurable storage capacity of 28 Ah assumes a default charge control setting of 90% SOCEach 29 volt module delivers 1.2 kilowatts of power with a capacity of 28 amp-hours or 812 watt-hours assuming 90% State of Charge.   Each 24 volt module delivers one kilowatt of power with a capacity of 28 amp-hours or 711 watt hours assuming 90% State of Charge.



Modular, Distributed BMS Suite of  
SAFETY and Reliability Features 

1. Safety features configurable to your mission/application 
• Over and under voltage detection/prevention 
• Excessive charge & discharge detection/prevention 
• Charge temperature protection 
• Discharge temperature protection  
• Short circuit detection and prevention 
• High current pulse discharge allowance yet short circuit cut-off  

2. Autonomous control of charge level within each battery module 

3. Three types of balancing (including module inter-cell and inter-module) 

4. Thermal control of all cells and safety shut-off  

5. Redundant short circuit fuse protection  

6. Patented algorithms to detect internal cell shorts 

7. Method to prevent formation of metal dendrites at the separator 

SWE distributed Battery Management System (BMS) builds advanced SAFETY 
and reliability features into each autonomous smart module battery  
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Our SeaSafe distributed BMS architecture brings a unique suite of safety and reliability features.  This suite prevents unsafe operation, protects modules from damage, and prolongs module life.  The SWE SeaSafe Battery System concept is constructed from Autonomous Battery modules.  There are seven, autonomous breakthrough safety and reliability features contained within each battery module and an 8th System feature for integrating strings of series connected modules:  Three types of balancingPatented algorithms to detect internal cell shorts. A method to Prevent formation of metal dendrites at the separatorAutonomous control of charge level within each battery moduleThermal control of all cellsRedundant short circuit fuse protection.Classic Li Ion safety features configurable to your application and mission. Over and under voltage detection/preventionExcessive charge & discharge detection/preventionCharge temperature protectionDischarge temperature protection Short circuit detection and preventionHigh current pulse discharge allowance yet short circuit cut-off The next few slides will describe each of these features in detail.



• Pressure validated to 6000m sea depth 
• Holds four 29v or 24v Smart Modules 
• Holds 1 or 2 PIIs and Wiring Harness 
• Cases are stackable 

• 316 stainless steel body 
filled with pressure compensating oil 

• Translucent Urethane  
Pressure Compensating 
Bladder    

• Configurable Connector Plate  
(Seacon Wet-Con  – Standard) 

• Communications 
• Charge/Discharge  

• Oil Fill 
Port 

• Pressure 
Relief/Check 
Valve 

• Eyebolts for handles or 
lockdown 

• Compartment Lid for 
stowing cables 

PRESSURE EQUALIZED CASE 

Weight in Air (Water) 
• Case Only:  70lbs 
• 4 Module System:  206lbs (105) 

Dimensions 
H=14.8”, W=15.6”, L=17.8” 

Sub-Sea Ready Pressure Equalizing 
Battery Case 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Back-Up



Scalable Battery System Modular Configuration 
 V, Ah  Module Increments: Module or Case 

8s8p Battery System  
8 parallel strings of 

 8 Smart Modules in series 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Examples shown here illustrate voltage and amp-hour capacity combinations of four 29 volt modules in a SeaSafe ready to use Battery System.   System A shows four modules in series (a single 4s1p string) for 116 volts and 28 amp-hours.   In System B, all four modules are connected in parallel with PIIs (4 parallel strings of 1s modules), delivering 29 volts and 112 amp-hours.    For the System C example there is a combination of two modules in series and two in parallel (2s2p) with PIIs (2 parallel strings of 2s module), providing 58 volts and 56 amp-hours of capacity. 



SeaSafe Observer 
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10 Battery State of Health & 
 State of Charge Status 
 

• Read Post Mission or Run Time 
• RS485 Modbus 

• Easy to use PC Graphical User Interface  
• Or command driven comm  

• For Information only.   
• Not needed for battery operation.  



Extensive SeaSafe Testing 
and Certification 

• Exhaustive functional testing over years 
• External direct shorts tests: module automatically 

shuts off safely for currents in excess of 90 amps 
• 8 Separate pressure tests over years of testing.   

– Shown: SeaSafe 316 stainless steel case with four 
SeaSafe battery modules and one PII being 
lowered into the 30 inch hyperbaric chamber at the 
Southwest Research Institute  

– 18 complete pressure cycles up to 10,000 psi and 
back down on a module while performing live 
charge and discharge cycles 

• 10,000 psi provides for 6000+ meter sea depth  
• Design of Subsea Equipment standard compliant      

(ISO 13628-6:2006) to Battery relevant tests          
(shock & vibration) 

• ISO9001-2008 Quality Compliant Manufacturing 
 11 
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Extensive SeaSafe Testing 
and Certification 

 
• International Shipping Safety certified                         

– UN Manual of Test and Criteria Section 38.3 
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T2 T1 T4 T3 

T7 T5 

12 
International Shipping Safety Certified - UN Manual of Test and Criteria Section 38.3 
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New WHOI ROV Designed for  
High Definition 3D Cinematography 

Powered by SWE SeaSafe Smart Battery Modules 

6 SeaSafe Smart  
Battery Modules 

… into a 3 Series  
x 2 Parallel 

configuration In a 
WHOI designed 

Pressure 
Equalization 

Case… 
 

…into a WHOI 
ROV Mission. 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The WHOI ROV being lowered into the water.  Point out the WHOI designed ROV battery case between the thrusters. 



SeaSafe Subsea Applications  
  COTS Modularity Flexibility or Custom  

Battery 
Case/System Battery Modules 

     

SeaSae 

     

     

     MUVs 
(Manned Underwater 
Vehicles) 

          
ROVs  
(Remotely Operated Underwater 
Vehicles -  Hybrid & Untethered) 

AUVs 
(Autonomous 
Underwater Vehicles) 

SAFE, RELIABLE, FLEXIBLE BATTERY SOLUTIONS FOR SUBSEA 14 

Deep-Sea Oil & Gas 
Work Over Controls, 
Chokes, MWCS 

14 

Or Custom Or Custom  
or Customer Designed 

Or Custom 

 
Customer Designed 

Customer Designed 

Or Custom 

Or Custom 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
SeaSafe will serve the needs of Deep Sea Oil and Gas Infrastructure and ROVs with the complete SeaSafe Battery System in our pressure equalized case or autonomous Smart Modules integrated by the customer in their own enclosure.  We’ll serve the needs of AUVs and MUVs with Smart Modules in the customer’s enclosure.  
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ABOUT SWE 

• Since 1964 - Quality supplier to Oil and Gas 

Who is SWE? 
 

Advanced Battery Solutions 
Industrial, O&G  

• Over 55,000 sq ft - Battery systems R&D and  
ISO 9001/2008 certified manufacturing 

• 300+ customers including many top Oil & Gas 

Service, Drilling, and Production Companies 

• Focus on Service, Quality, and Reliability 

• 20 years -  Ruggedized Lithium battery experience 
13 years - Lithium Ion experience 

• 10 patents -  Li Ion Battery Management System 

SWE Corporate Headquarters 
 Houston, Texas 

SWE  named in top 100 of emerging technology 
companies by Marine Technology Reporter 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
In case you don’t know SWE, we’ve been a quality supplier of battery solutions to the Oil and Gas industry since 1964.  This includes 20 years of ruggedized Lithium battery products and 13 years of Lithium Ion Battery products.  We hold over 10 patents for our Li Ion Battery Management System with more pending.  SWE is headquartered near Houston with over 55,000 square feet of state-of-the-art battery technology R&D and ISO 9001 certified manufacturing.   At SWE our focus is on quality, customer service, and reliability in every facet of our business.



• 7 or 8 ea, 3.6v Lithium Ion 31 Ah Lithium Polymer Cells 
connected in series  

• Safe, Autonomous Battery Management System (BMS)  
• Power Booster Boards  
• Potting Material:  Thermally conductive, flame retardant, 

Shock & Vibration resistant polyurethane  
• Fiberglass box 
• Integrated Internal Safety Fuses as backup to BMS  

 
 

Safety built into the electrical and 
physical construction of the module: 

Smart Battery Module BOM - Internal 
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• Charge/Discharge Connector:   
        2 pin Anderson SB50    
• Comm Connector:  8 pin Molex  

 

 

Power 
Boosters 

29V Smart Module Internal View 

BMS 

17 SMART MODULE TECHNICAL DETAILS 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Internally the Smart Autonomous Li-Ion Battery Module consists of:  7 or 8 Li Polymer cells connected in series.  An autonomous BMS board w/9 Amp continuous current capability. Power booster boards w/18 Amp continuous current capability each. Bypass switch to prevent interruption of a string’s charge or discharge current 60A fusing distributed among the boards External high current chg/dsg connection is provided A Modbus communication connection is provided for status.  It is not required for autonomous module safety response.The autonomous battery module is potted providing significant additional physical safety capabilities.  The potting material used is thermally conductive to dissipate heat in a controlled manner reducing the likelihood of a cell to cell thermal run away chain reaction; it provides robustness against shock and vibration damage; it provides isolation from internal cell leakage and external water intrusion; and its low strength prevents high pressure build-up in the cell resulting from excessive internal or external heat.  The potting’s flame retardant additives prevent support of a fire in an oxygen atmosphere.The fiberglass box acts as a container for the potting, a barrier to physical puncture damage, and as a means to contain and thermally isolate cells of one module from cells of another module reducing the likelihood of a module to module thermal runaway chain reaction. Note:  Modules are pressure tolerant to 10,000 psi but must be installed in a pressure compensation case filled with mineral oil.   Modules are not designed to be directly submersed in sea water.  The four module SeaSafe Battery System for Oil & Gas infrastructure is an example of such a case.  Vehicle developers will typically create their own case tailored to their dimensions.  �



PIIs for Safer, Reliable  
Parallel Configuration  

RS-485/Modbus 

Discharge 
Charge 

Common 

Smart 
Module 

+ RS485 _ 

Smart 
Module 

+ RS485 _ 

Smart 
Module 

+ RS485 _ 

Parallel Integrator Isolator (PII) 
• Ideal diode ORing circuit: 
•  Parallel connects Battery module strings into System 
 
•  Integrates string outputs: single discharge bus 

• Increased capacity and max current 
 

•  Isolates string inputs: Isolated charge busses  
• Battery safety, reliability, and faster charge time 
 

•  Provides one RS485 load per string (HV PII only)  
  

•  Pressure tolerant; fits in SeaSafe Case with Modules 
 

•  High Voltage (Up to 460 V)  or low Voltage  (36 V) 

• One PII for each string or Case connected in parallel.  

• Not necessary for series only battery configurations.   

PII Smart 
Module 

+ RS485 _ 

SMART MODULE TECHNICAL DETAILS 18 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This slide illustrates the function of the PII which is provided by SWE as an optional means for increasing system safety and reliability beyond what the module can do.  PII stands for parallel integrator-isolator. Note that the PII separates the string power port into a CHG port and a DSG port.The PII is an ideal diode OR-ing circuit.  Ideal diodes are lower in heat generation by orders of magnitude than actual diodes due to their much lower forward voltage drop when conducting current.  A cooler battery system is a safer battery system.The PII enables increased battery system amp-hour capacity along with battery system redundancy.  If one string should fail, other parallel strings will continue to function normally.  The PII also allows multiple charge ports for faster charging of multiple strings.   And it isolates multiple strings during discharge preventing high current discharge from one parallel string into another.  These features greatly increase reliability and availability.  Although not required (one could use actual diodes or, simply, hard parallel connections), we highly recommend the optional SeaSafe PII when the battery system has parallel strings of modules as it adds to the safety and reliability of the battery system.  One PII is needed for each module string connected in parallel.  PIIs are not needed for single string configurations.    SeaSafe Parallel Integrator Isolator (PII)Parallel connects module strings into a battery system: Integrates  module string outputs: single discharge busIncreased current and capacityIsolates module string inputs: Isolated charge busses Battery  safety, reliability, and faster charge time Pressure tolerant; fits in SeaSafe Case with ModulesHigh Voltage (Up to 460 V)  or low Voltage  (36 V)



Backup- UN DOT 38.3 Tests 
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N/A 

N/A 



         WHOI Under Ice Arctic ROV  
   
     WHOI Battery Requirement         SWE SeaSafe Li Ion Delivers 

• Safe, Reliable Operation 
• 2000 m depth 
• 88 volts …... (3 series) 
• 100 recharge cycles 
• -20 to +50C temperature 

range 
• > 15 kWh in 36 x 24 x 12“ .... 

3S x 9P 
• 12 hours recharge time 
• Protection and balancing 

internal 
• Diagnostic information 

logged externally 
 

• BMS for Safety, Reliability  
• <= 6000 m depth 
• 29V X 3S = 87V nom96Vmax 

• 1000+ recharge cycles 
• -40 to + 85C discharge 

temperature range 
• > 22 kWh in <= 36 x 24 x 12” 

….3S x 9P @ 90% SOC 
• < 12 hours recharge 
• SWE BMS: Internal protection 

and balancing 
• SWE BMS: Modbus access to 

battery status on demand, log 
external 
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SeaSafe Battery System  
in WHOI 3D HD Video ROV 

Front (Business End) of 3D Video ROV Shows Camera Lens  and 
Light Sources.  Battery Provides Local Power. 

Rear of 3D Video ROV Shows Battery 
System in White Box at Center. 



Subsea-Ready Battery Solutions 

 Certified 

 4X More Energy 
 8X Longer Cycle Life 

 Configure-to-Order (V, Ah) 

 Sea Depth Tolerant-6000m 
SeaSafe  

Observer 
Software 

Observer 

Service, 
Quality,  

 Reliability 

SeaSafe Pressure 
Equalizing  

Battery Case 

SeaSafe Smart  
Battery Modules 

www.swe.com/seasafe 

 Safe, Reliable 
 Autonomous 

seasafe@swe.com 

PII 
Parallel 

Integrator 
Isolator 

• Leon Adams       ladams@swe.com              *    David White      Dwhite@swe.com        
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
In summary, SWE has introduced two new breakthrough subsea battery products.  SeaSafe Smart Battery Modules and SeaSafe Battery Systems in a pressure equalized case.  Both are supported by SeaSafe Observer software, optional PIIs, and SWE’s focus on quality, service and reliability.    SeaSafe incorporates SWE Lithium Ion and a patented battery management system to deliver best in class safety and reliability.  In an SWE SeaSafe battery system, Safety is autonomous and reliability is distributed.  SeaSafe Subsea Battery solutions deliver four times more energy and eight times longer cycle life.  Our customers can configure-to-order voltage and capacity.   SeaSafe is sea depth tolerant down to six thousand meters.Industry certification is underway.   SeaSafe Smart Battery Modules carry a 5 year limited warranty.    

http://www.dreamstime.com/stock-photos-customer-support-operator-office-image19473553
mailto:ladams@swe.com
mailto:dwhite@swe.com


• Need More Voltage ?  
• Battery systems to 600 Volts 

 
• Need Higher Current ? 

• Battery systems to 600 Amps 
 

• Need Higher Power ? 
• Battery systems to 100s of KiloWatts    

 
 Let us Engineer a Custom  

Advanced Battery Solution 
 to meet your needs! 

Beyond SeaSafe:   
Need Even Higher Power for  

High Voltage, High Power Motors? 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Internally the Smart Autonomous Li-Ion Battery Module consists of:  7 or 8 Li Polymer cells connected in series.  An autonomous BMS board w/9 Amp continuous current capability. Power booster boards w/18 Amp continuous current capability each. Bypass switch to prevent interruption of a string’s charge or discharge current 60A fusing distributed among the boards External high current chg/dsg connection is provided A Modbus communication connection is provided for status.  It is not required for autonomous module safety response.The autonomous battery module is potted providing significant additional physical safety capabilities.  The potting material used is thermally conductive to dissipate heat in a controlled manner reducing the likelihood of a cell to cell thermal run away chain reaction; it provides robustness against shock and vibration damage; it provides isolation from internal cell leakage and external water intrusion; and its low strength prevents high pressure build-up in the cell resulting from excessive internal or external heat.  The potting’s flame retardant additives prevent support of a fire in an oxygen atmosphere.The fiberglass box acts as a container for the potting, a barrier to physical puncture damage, and as a means to contain and thermally isolate cells of one module from cells of another module reducing the likelihood of a module to module thermal runaway chain reaction. Note:  Modules are pressure tolerant to 10,000 psi but must be installed in a pressure compensation case filled with mineral oil.   Modules are not designed to be directly submersed in sea water.  The four module SeaSafe Battery System for Oil & Gas infrastructure is an example of such a case.  Vehicle developers will typically create their own case tailored to their dimensions.  �



Case Internal Layout 

SEASAFE CASE 

• 1,2,3 or 4 Modules 
• PIIs (Parallel Integrator-Isolator) 

• For multiple string battery system configurations. 
(such as 2s2p)  

• Ensures reliable discharge and faster charge  
• System filled with mineral oil  
• Not shown: 

• Blanking Modules if system not fully populated 
(maintains pressure equalization characteristics).  

• Inter-module harness 

Sub-Sea Ready Pressure Equalizing 
Battery Case  

        PII-A 
(Parallel Integrator-

Isolator) 
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Module 4 hidden from view 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Back-Up



Extensive SeaSafe Testing  
and Certification  

• Design of Subsea Equipment standard           
(ISO 13628-6:2006) relevant to Batteries      
– Testing per ISO 13628-6 2006 

•  Shock per section 11.2.5.2.1 method Q2. Sinusoidal 
• Vibration per section 11.2.5.2.2 method Q2. Random 
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